
Belivah, 36 Leah Drive
TREETOP SANCTUARY WITH POTENTIAL DUAL-LIVING

Picturesque outlook, treetop setting and tranquillity galore, this remarkable
residence packs in an endless array of lifestyle advantages! Perched in a serene
Belivah location and designed for superlative relaxation, there is outstanding
alfresco entertaining as well as potential dual-living provision ensuring the
lifestyle and opportunity normally only dreamed of!

Beyond an impressive, gated entrance, a private rainforest unfolds over the
4102m2 parcel of land, bringing with it the kind of tranquility normally only seen at
day spas or pristine retreats. Thoughtfully designed and set on a generous scale
embracing its privileged surroundings, a sprawling layout with both
contemporary and timeless features offers a sophisticated yet homely
ambience. With fantastic natural light cascading throughout, huge open-plan
living and dining captures extensive tree filled views whilst embracing family
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togetherness; high ceilings underpinned by crisp paintwork and polished timber
floors. Those seeking alternative retreat or meeting the demands of family
flexibility will love the option to utilise a second large family room positioned
downstairs.

Occupying a large footprint and orientated to embrace connection as well as
enjoy superlative views, the central kitchen is fitted out with everything modern
living demands. Presenting in a timeless white aesthetic, there is an abundance
of storage with stainless appliances including gas cooktop, subway splash back
with a large centre island including seating.

Present from every angle, the beautiful bushland scenery draws you outside onto
humongous verandah, providing extensive covered space for all-weather
entertaining whilst enjoying a backdrop blessed by trees and leafy horizon. Pull
down blinds and shutters ensure good protection from the elements with the
abundance of space effortlessly extending your living and dining outdoors.
Amidst the plentiful grassed space below is a whimsical rainforest landscape
with private walking tracks and spots for refuge nestled within the grounds;
peaceful living doesn't get any better!

Within the main residence there are three built-in bedrooms over two levels, with
a huge separate study offering versatility for either a fourth bedroom or media
room, if preferred. Privately positioned on the upper level, the master includes
alfresco access and amazing views alongside a large walk-in robe and resort-
styled ensuite with floor to ceiling tiling and large glass shower. A brilliantly
appointed family bathroom is positioned on the lower level adjacent to the
supporting  bedrooms.

Offering a first-class option for those wanting to accommodate multi-
generational living requirements, there is a purpose-built granny flat style on the
lower level. Privately positioned with a separate entrance, there is a large
bedroom set alongside a separate lounge with kitchenette facilities. A covered
verandah offers superb alfresco entertaining amongst the leafy landscape.
Additional features include a laundry with built-in cabinetry, ducted air-
conditioning, walk-in linen, huge storage/workshop facility, town water
connection plus 26500L water tank, double garage with storage space and side
access with carport.

Benefit from the tranquility of a remarkable setting whilst maintaining the
convenience you need for effortless day to day. There is easy access to
everything you need including shops, schools, parkland and amenities whilst
public transport, both bus and rail, are readily available!

- 4102m2
- Remarkable rainforest retreat with potential dual-living
- Open-plan lounge and dining plus separate family room amidst leafy
views
- Modern refined kitchen with superb storage & gas cook top
- Huge covered outdoor entertaining overlooking leafy horizon
- Three built-in bedrooms; master including alfresco access, walk-in robe
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and refined ensuite
- Large separate study/media room/potential fourth bedroom
- Well-appointed family bathroom
- Granny flat potential with separate entrance, lounge room, kitchenette,
bedroom and covered alfresco
- Separate workshop plus
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